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“New directions in science are launched by new tools 
much more often than by new concepts.

The effect of a concept-driven revolution is to explain old things 
in new ways. The effect of a tool-driven revolution is to discover 

new things that have to be explained”  (Freeman Dyson)
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“Measure what is measurable, and 
make measurable what is not so” (Galileo Galilei)
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Four Grand Challenges encompass this Instrumentation revolution
● Advancing HEP detectors to new regimes of sensitivity: To make the unmeasurable 

measurable will require the development of sensors with exquisite sensitivity with the ability to 
distinguish signal from noise…. Research will be needed to develop these sensors with maximal 
coupling to the quanta to be sensed and push their sensitivities to ultimate limits.

● Using Integration to enable scalability for HEP sensors: Future HEP detectors for certain 
classes of experiments will require massive increases in scalability to search for and study rare 
phenomena ... A key enabler of scalability is integration of many functions on, and extraction of 
multidimensional information from, these innovative sensors.

● Building next-generation HEP detectors with novel materials & advanced 
techniques: Future HEP detectors will have requirements beyond what is possible with the materials 
and techniques which we know.  This requires identifying novel materials … that provide new properties 
or capabilities and adapting them & exploiting advanced techniques for design & manufacturing.

● Mastering extreme environments and data rates in HEP experiments:  
Future HEP detectors will involve extreme environments and exponential increases in data rates to 
explore elusive phenomena. ...  To do so requires the intimate integration of intelligent computing with 
sensor technology.
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Charge, audience and goals
● Survey the present state of the HEP technology 

landscape.
● Identify key capabilities & performance requirements.  
● Identify technologies to provide or enhance such 

capabilities. 
● Articulate PRDs to push well beyond the current state of 

the art, potentially leading to transformative 
technological advances with broad-ranging applicability. 

● Flesh out required R&D efforts with deliverables with 
notional timelines & key technical milestones. Elucidate 
the technical infrastructure required to support these 
efforts.

● Formulate a small set of instrumentation Grand 
Challenges that could result in game-changing 
experimental capabilities.
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Charge, audience and goals

Report should speak to the scientific 
community, the public, and decision makers

(The BRN does not:
•Rank PRD opportunities)

The BRN does:
•Describe SCIENCE 
OPPORTUNITIES 
& TECHNOLOGIES 
TO REALIZE THEM 9

To meet this challenge, HEP
aims to execute a program appropriately balanced 

between incremental, near-term, low-risk
detector R&D and transformative, long-term, 

high-risk detector R&D

Along with the five science drivers, the 2014 P5 
report identifies the importance of Instrumentation 
R&D in one of its highest level recommendations 

where it calls for a “balanced mix of short term and 
long-term R&D" in the current era.
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Science opportunities drive the next generation of experiments.  
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An instrumentation revolution is critical to future discoveries
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Study Process and timeline
● Summer 2019: DOE charged co-Chairs.  Conveners, panel members and additional 

members identified.
● Fall 2019: Regular telecons began to conduct the ground work leading up to December BRN 

workshop. 
● Interim report laid the foundations of the panel’s work and informed interactions at CPAD
● December 11-14, 2019: BRN Workshop in the Washington D.C. area. The workshop was attended 

by all BRN Study members and a number of observers: DOE Program Managers from HEP and 
related programs, and from NSF.  The plenary talks on the first day were live-streamed to the 
community.

● July 2020: Presentation to HEPAP

Study hallmarks: 

● Close interaction between physics and technology groups.  Cross cutting group across all 
areas to identify foundational issues and synergies

● Community input through CPAD, community surveys, town hall meetings, small targeted 
workshops 12
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● Attendees: Panel conveners and 
members, Agencies (DOE, NSF)

● Plenaries on the first day live 
streamed to community

● Parallel sessions and working 
groups to work through the 
substance and first draft of the 
report
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Four Grand Challenges encompass this Instrumentation revolution
● Advancing HEP detectors to new regimes of sensitivity: To make the unmeasurable 

measurable will require the development of sensors with exquisite sensitivity with the ability to 
distinguish signal from noise…. Research will be needed to develop these sensors with maximal 
coupling to the quanta to be sensed and push their sensitivities to ultimate limits.

● Using Integration to enable scalability for HEP sensors: Future HEP detectors for certain 
classes of experiments will require massive increases in scalability to search for and study rare 
phenomena ... A key enabler of scalability is integration of many functions on, and extraction of 
multidimensional information from, these innovative sensors.

● Building next-generation HEP detectors with novel materials & advanced 
techniques: Future HEP detectors will have requirements beyond what is possible with the materials 
and techniques which we know.  This requires identifying novel materials … that provide new properties 
or capabilities and adapting them & exploiting advanced techniques for design & manufacturing.

● Mastering extreme environments and data rates in HEP experiments:  
Future HEP detectors will involve extreme environments and exponential increases in data rates to 
explore elusive phenomena. ...  To do so requires the intimate integration of intelligent computing with 
sensor technology.
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Instrumentation Development Ecosystem
Key to the success of this tool revolution are people, facilities and resources, 
and connections and collaborations

1. Advanced workforce
2. Unique capabilities and facilities
3. Connections to other programs, other offices, other agencies, private 

foundations, commercial partners, global collaborations
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A Commitment to Equality, Diversity and 
Inclusion in HEP Instrumentation R&D

 To accomplish the best science, we must commit, as a community, to action, to 
overcome the social injustices in our own backyard, and realize the impact of a 

diverse workforce.  We must find, develop, and invent new ways to attract, 
encourage, recruit, and support a diverse community.  We must enact an inclusive 

environment within instrumentation and within particle physics at all levels and 
across the areas in which we work and that we touch including academia, in 

universities and national laboratories, and in industry.

  

Excellence and innovation come most 
effectively from diverse teams of people.
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Some small steps are being taken to draw young people from diverse backgrounds to instrumentation.
● Outreach programs at universities and national labs  and to the public
● Undergraduate research opportunities (NSF Research Experience for Undergraduates)
● Graduate Instrumentation Research Awards (award winners and honorable mentions, 2018 GIRA)

Recipients of the DPF 
Instrumentation Awards 

2019. Left to Right 
Hanguo Wang (UCLA),  

Ettore Segreto, and Anna 
Amelia Machado (both of 

the  University of 
Campinas in Brazil)
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● Graduate Instrumentation Research Awards (award winners and honorable mentions, 2018 GIRA)

Recipients of the DPF 
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2019. Left to Right 
Hanguo Wang (UCLA),  

Ettore Segreto, and Anna 
Amelia Machado (both of 

the  University of 
Campinas in Brazil)

The scale of these initiatives must be dramatically 
increased and new initiatives developed with 

urgency. 
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Workforce requirements
Many areas require expertise and cross-disciplinary work (electronics, CS, DAQ, 
Mechanical engineering, cryogenic systems, composites design and fabrication, 

microfab and assembly, analytic chemistry, materials science, ...

To succeed in creating tools and new technologies, we need to succeed in 
excellence in the current and next generation of people

● diverse pipeline (in US, international)
● University/lab partnerships
● connections to other disciplines
● appropriate recognition
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These experts, in turn,  
educate the next generation in 
advanced HEP instrumentation 
techniques and development 

transforming not only HEP but 
other fields too.



Instrumentation Development Ecosystem
Key to the success in this tool revolution are people, facilities and resources, 
and connections and collaborations

1. Advanced workforce
2. Unique capabilities and facilities
3. Connections to other programs, other offices, other agencies, private 

foundations, commercial partners, global collaborations
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Maintain core facilities
● SiDET
● Noble Liquid Test Facility 
● Micro Systems Lab 
● FTBTF
● Test beams at SLAC

Develop new capabilities, 
collaborate where possible
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R&D connections and collaborations
● Connections within OHEP, with the DOE Office of Science, between federal 

agencies, Universities & National Labs, with industry, & philanthropic foundations

● Need organizational structures to bring together technical areas.  

● Rotating leadership, National labs provide homes

● Models: CERN R&D collaborations, 

● DOE NNSA R&D consortia
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Connections to other 
disciplines: Benefits to Society

The development of the manufacturing 
process of BGO crystals for the 

calorimeter of the L3 experiment at the 
LEP collider at CERN (left) has 
contributed significantly to the 

advancement of Positron Emission 
Tomography (PET) scanners

 (photo credit: CERN and S.R. Cherry/U.C. Davis)

The development of large-area hybrid pixel 
detectors for high energy physics 

experiments led to the realization of the 
potential of this new technology to provide 

noise-hit-free single-photon counting 
impactful for development of sophisticated 
integrated circuits with timing. The circuit is 

being used in medical imaging, X-ray 
science,  materials analysis, space 

dosimetry and climate studies among others

(photo credit: CERN) (photo credit: MARS Bioimaging Ltd.) 34The instrumentation plan described in this report will lead to the development of new technologies 
that hold the promise to be as broadly applicable and equally transformative. 
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Technical Requirements to enable the physics 
program for Higgs and the Energy Frontier and 
map to Priority Research Directions.

Higgs and the Energy Frontier:
Next generation energy frontier colliders & detectors 
are precision measurement machines & discovery 
machines.  The transformative physics goals 
include 4 inspiring & distinct directions:

Higgs properties with sub-percent precision

Higgs self-coupling with 5% precision 

Higgs connection to dark matter

New particles and phenomena at multi-TeV 
scale
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Timeline: Higgs → Technologies to Discovery
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Neutrinos
● Push the three-flavor paradigm into the 

regime of high-precision measurements of 
all parameters.

● Explore unknown territory in neutrino 
energy range, types of neutrino sources, 
and faint source intensities.

● Hunt for evidence of new particles and 
phenomena in the neutrino sector, and in 
other sectors using neutrino detectors.
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Dark Matter

Complete tables in text...

● Search for WIMP dark matter towards the 
neutrino floor

● Searching for particle dark matter with low 
masses

● Searching for wave-like dark matter
● Searching for the annihilation or decay products 

of dark matter interactions
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Timeline: Dark Matter → Technologies to Discovery
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Cosmic Acceleration: Dark Energy & Inflation
● Drive cosmological measurements to 

new spatial and temporal scales
● Explore the properties of inflation, dark 

energy, and dark matter
● Study neutrino physics in a context 

complementing terrestrial techniques
● Test our concordance cosmological 

model in new regimes
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Timeline: Cosmic Acceleration → Technologies to Discovery
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Explore the Unknown
● Precision measurements in heavy flavor 

decays
● Searching for charged lepton flavor violation in 

rare decays of muons and kaons
● Tests of CP violation through electric dipole 

moment searches
● Probes of the dark sector and hunts for new 

fundamental forces



Timeline: Explore the Unknown 
→ Technologies to Discovery
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Facilities and Capabilities (existing and needed)
● Detailed, reliable simulation studies (GEANT4)
● Irradiation facilities to qualify materials, test beams  
● Characterizing precision timing systems.     
● Studies of data rate, rad tolerance, improved or 

alternate power delivery systems.
● Expertise: Research scientists at universities 

Connections outside of HEP:
● The detection of photons, electrons, and hadrons 

beyond HEP.  Eg: experiments at EIC
● Development of organic scintillators for medicine and 

national security 
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Connections outside of HEP:
● Double beta decay experiments (NP)
● Impact on Astrophysics (eg: SN and solar nus)
● Dedicated R&D for medical imaging

Facilities and Capabilities (existing and needed)
● Low background screening
● Cryogenic platforms (materials, optical properties, 

HV….)
● Test beams 
● Engineering expertise 49
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Connections outside of HEP
● physics experiments and detectors at the light sources and in Astronomy
● Time-Of-Flight (TOF) PET medical imaging, biology, quantum computers, national security

Facilities and Capabilities
● close connections to industry for  fabrication of devices and the procurement of materials. 
● new infrastructure through upgrades at existing DOE facilities or partnerships with other 

federal facilities and industry. (eg: Ge CCD R&D, development of readout and ASICs 
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Connections outside of HEP:
● quantum information science, quantum 

computing, materials science, and biology
Facilities and Capabilities (existing and needed)

● Large volume high field magnets in 
solenoidal and toroidal geometries

● Faster turnaround, cheaper, larger mK 
dilution refrigerators
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HEP:
● Instrumentation for 

Basic Energy 
Sciences, NASA, 
stockpile stewardship 
program 

Facilities and Capabilities 
(existing and needed)

● Foundry access, 
including design tools 
and third party 
intellectual property

● Long-term, diverse, 
HEP workforce 

● Collaboration with 
other sponsors
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Connections outside of HEP:

● Nuclear (eg: EIC), 
astroparticle, medical, 
materials, homeland 
security science and 
engineering.   

Facilities and Capabilities 
(existing and needed)

● specialized infrastructure: 
test beam and irradiation 
facilities, silicon 
processing labs, electronic 
packaging and assembly, 
metrology, and 
composites fabrication 
facilities

● engineering expertise in 
ASIC design and test, 
simulation, verification, 
and low power systems, 
and mechanical design 
and composite fabrication.
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Connections outside of HEP:
● DOE Nuclear Physics and DOE Basic 

Energy Sciences. 
● Machine-learning and implementation 

overlap with technology industry: 
Aeronautics, smart power grids, 
autonomous vehicles...

Facilities and Capabilities (existing and needed)
● partnerships between U.S. national laboratories 

and universities for tool, ASIC, and TDAQ 
development

● irradiation facilities, integration test facilities
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What to do with this report and why now #1
During the course of this BRN study the Division of Particles and Fields of the American 
Physical Society announced the year-long U.S. Particle Physics Community Planning 
Exercise  Snowmass 2021. This will be followed by a new meeting of the Particle Physics 
Project Prioritization Panel (P5). 

We encourage the particle physics community to build on the research plans presented in 
this BRN study by developing and refining them further and introducing and developing new 
instrumentation ideas during Snowmass 2021. 
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What to do with this report and why now #2
The ESU states: The community should define a global detector R&D roadmap that 
should be used to support proposals at the European and national levels." 

We support the stance the ESU articulates towards 
instrumentation. 

We encourage the U.S. particle physics community through the 
Snowmass process to play a role in the proposed global detector 
R&D  roadmap exercise by contributing U.S. input. 

CPAD should continue to play a role in developing this 
international roadmap and can be the vehicle for the realization of 
the program outlined in this report.  
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“The greater danger for most of us lies not in setting our aim too 
high and falling short; but in setting our aim too low, and 
achieving our mark” (Michelangelo)

Aim high or we will not realize the potential of our field, 
discovery will be stalled and we betray ourselves and the next 
generation.
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